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Globeducate Appoints Head of Artificial Intelligence to Spearhead AI across its 60+ schools

Globeducate, one of the world´s leading education groups with 60+ premium international and bilingual
schools, and online programmes, proudly announces the appointment of Clara Hawking as Head of
Artificial Intelligence. Clara will play a pivotal role in executing a comprehensive strategic plan across
Globeducate´s schools spanning 12 countries and four continents.

Clara Hawking joined the group on 1st September, bringing with her a wealth of experience and passion
for revolutionising education through artificial intelligence. Clara will be responsible for overseeing all
aspects of educational policies, programmes, guidance and training, and curriculum initiatives related to
AI.

Her appointment reinforces Globeducate´s unwavering commitment to holding a position and will lead
on all educational policies, programmes, guidance, training, and curricula initiatives for AI, as the group
demonstrates its commitment to navigating the frontier of AI in education.

A prominent figure in the field of EdTech and AI, Clara has been a featured panelist and workshop leader
at numerous conferences, and she writes frequently on AI in education and the future of education.
Clara´s dedication to shaping the future of education through AI technology and advancing professional
development through AI technology and advancing professional development for teachers has earned
her acclaim across the education landscape.

Clara holds a Master of Computer Science from the University of Stockholm with a focus on inclusion in
Learning Management Systems and machine learning, then further specialising in AI at Master Level,
which has equipped her with a keen understanding of the ethical implications of AI technology in
education. She also holds a Master´s degree in Practical Philosophy and Applied Ethics with a thesis
concerning CRS at Dell computers, a bachelor’s degree in psychology, a Master of Theology in Peace and
Conflict Resolution, and a Ph. D candidacy in Political Philosophy and Psychology. She also holds an
executive certificate in Accelerating Digital Innovation from the Stockholm School of Economics.

Furthermore, and aligning strongly with Globeducate´s commitment to addressing the United Nations
Global Goals, Clara has a passion for volunteering, which is evident through her role as a voluntary
Director of ICT and Digitalisation at an educational organisation in Kenya.

Upon joining Globeducate, Clara stated: “I am very excited about this new adventure with Globeducate. I
have dedicated my professional life to education and believe very strongly in the importance of being
proactive in researching and shaping AI policy and regulation in safeguarding the wellbeing and privacy
of children, a matter which I promote in my role as a research fellow in AI Policy clinic Research Group at
the Centre for AI and Digital Policy in Washington DC, USA. My personal philosophy guides my decision
making and leadership as I steer AI initiatives towards responsible and meaningful integration into
education. I look forward to working with my colleagues in Globeducate as we collaborate on this
important area of education.”



Chief Education Officer of Globeducate, Daniel Jones, said: “Appointing Clara Hawking to this new role
for Globeducate reflects the importance of integrating AI into our schools. AI is not an exciting add on or
a trend – it is already part of our working lives and our students´ lives and, as Clara has been at the
forefront of professional digital development for many years and acts as advisor to boards and senior
leadership teams at international schools, as well as having been an IB examiner, she is expertly placed
to lead our schools and teams through our current and future work in this area. Clara is adept at
designing and developing lesson content for both students and educators and her visionary leadership is
just one of the many reasons that we are delighted that Clara agreed to join us.

About Globeducate

We prepare each student to be a global citizen who can shape the world.

Globeducate is one of the leading international K12 education groups in the world, a network of 60+
premium bilingual and international schools, as well as online programmes, educating 35,000 students in
12 countries. Our schools specialise in a variety of recognised highly respected international curricula
including the English National Curriculum (EYFS to A Level), International Baccalaureate (PYP to IBDP),
and the national curricula of Andorra, Canada, Cyprus, France, India, Italy, Malaysia, Morrocco, the
Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, and the UK.

Our students achieve high grades and are accepted into higher education programmes at 50 of the
world’s top 100 universities.

Being a member of Globeducate brings many benefits for our schools, students, and teachers. We are an
official partner of WWF (World Wildlife Fund), and also work with Eco-Schools in each country, as well as
LEGO® Education and, in our ICS schools, Arts International. Every year we host a wide range of global
events, online or in person, such as the Globeducate Model United Nations, Academic Olympics, Visual
Arts Competition, International Music Festival, Olympic Games and a Student Leadership Summit. For
our Globeducate Agenda, students may participate in a WWF global quiz, Outdoor Classroom Days,
WWF Wear it Wild Days, and Globeducate Debates.

Our teachers ensure that our students develop skills and abilities beyond the purely academic. Our
students learn how to play their part in shaping the future; how to tackle the unprecedented social,
economic, and environmental challenges that are reshaping our global communities. Our teachers,
counsellors and partners prepare this generation for jobs that have not yet been created, for
technologies that have not yet been invented, and to solve problems that have not yet been anticipated.

A crucial part of providing an excellent education, Globeducate teachers inspire our students to find
their voice in this world. They encourage them to understand world events and to think about their
values and what is important to them, and to challenge ignorance and intolerance wherever they find it.
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